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Asset manager invests to curb water waste
SILVIA SCIORILLI BORRELLI - MILAN

An Italian asset manager has launched
plans to create a European champion
for reducing water waste, as swaths of
the continentbattle severe droughts.

Ambienta, which invests in private and
listed companies with an environmen-
tal focus, is stepping up its exposure to
groups whose products limit water
waste. Although the war in Ukraine has
put energy security front and centre for
European companies and policymak-
ers, the alternative asset manager has
warned that water scarcity risks being
overlooked.
"Seventy-one per cent of the planet is

made up of water but only a small frac-
tion is accessible and renewable," said
Nino Tronchetti Provera, Ambienta's
founder and managing partner.
"Already today 10 per cent of the

global population lacks access to the
water it needs and the figure risks rising
to 40 per cent by 2040 if we don't make
the right choices."
The group, which has C3bn of assets

under management, has recently made
a series of investments linked to water
with the aim of creating a leading Euro-
peangroup in the sector.
Last month it acquired Calpeda, a

high-tech water pumps manufacturer
based in northern Italy, which it is plan-
ning to integrate in its water invest-
ments holding company, christened
Wateralia. Water pumps such as Cal-
peda's reduce water dispersion in busi-
nesses and households, leading to

Nino Tronchetti Provera: planet
needs to make right choices on water

energy and water savings. Wateralia
also includes Caprari, another Italian
family-owned business specialising in
water pumps in which Ambienta took a
majority stake last year. It now plans to
buy more such businesses and increase
its exposure to the sector.
Almost half of continental Europe

and the UIC are currently exposed to
severe drought risks, with unusual heat-
waves being exacerbated by little rain-
fall during the winter, according to a
study by the European Commission.
Water has emerged as a niche invest-

ment theme in recent years, spurred by
wider interest in sustainable investing.
Global investment companies such as
Amundi and Fidelity have launched
exchange traded funds on water-related
themes.
Ambienta invests through its own

hedge fund and by taking stakes in pub-
lic and private companies, sometimes
buying the latter outright.
The asset manager has made more

than Clbn in revenues across 148 coun-
tries since it began investing in 2007.
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